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Orma was born in 2005 following the acquisition of the eponymous Bolgheri property by the Moretti
Cuseri family. With a background in fashion and design, this was their second venture in the world of
wine after their primary property, Tenuta Sette Ponti, which is situated further east in Arezzo.
Sandwiched between the region's most illustrious producers, Ornellaia and Sassicaia., Orma benefits
from an outstanding terroir, comprising of red, pebbly top soils on clay, accompanied by constant
ventilation from the sea and optimum sun exposure. Surrounding woods and hills create an ideal
microclimate for viticulture, with the former protecting the vines from disease and the latter
encouraging a wide diurnal range. The 7.5 hectares of vineyards are located on soils that once
comprised the ocean floor, and are therefore extremely rich in minerals. This combination of
conditions affirms Orma's status as being born from one of Bolgheri's most precious vineyards.

THE ESTATE
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The Moretti Cuseri family's maniacal attention to detail allows them to obtain each year a limited
production of wines that are the perfect embodiment of the paradisiacal landscape from which they
are formed. The dream: to leave an “Orma” (footprint) in the region's viticultural history, while trying
to limit as much as possible our inference in the production of wine. The team strives to capture the
spirit of nature and spread its magnificence through each bottle. Orma combines the elegance of
Merlot, the structure of  Cabernet Sauvignon, and the finesse of Cabernet Franc, which find a
harmonious fusion thanks to the estate's skilled team and its legendary terroir. 

THE WINE

THE VINTAGE Bolgheri saw a mild winter as usual, with a substantial
rainfall providing a good reserve of water ahead of spring.
Encouraged by warm temperatures, budburst occurred in
April, and ensuing plant development was rapid and yet
balanced. Throughout their maturation, the grapes were
protected by surrounding leaves, that provided shade fand
created a moderating microclimate. As a result, ripening
was even and successful across our Merlot, Cabernet
Sauvignon, and, a couple of weeks later, our Cabernet
Franc. A vintage characterised by its finesse and elegance,
the 2022 offers an amplified expression of the precious
vineyard from which it was born. 

BLEND
50% Merlot; 30% Cabernet Sauvignon; 
20% Cabernet Franc

ALCOHOL
15% 

ACIDITY
5.45 g/L

VINFICATION
A temperature-controlled fermentation and
maceration for 18 days with frequent pumping-over

MATURATION
18 months in small barrels, one year in bottle 


